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Sparta Camp
Cowiselor idgnups for Sparta
Camp, nhieh nil’ take place
Mareh 21, 22, 23 at Jonah’s
Gulch, will be held at the beginning of the spring *rimester.
Further information is .tallable from Barbara 31ortkonitz
at 287-0916.
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Rally, March, Confrontations Mark Strike
AFT Repeats March,
Plans Mid-Day Rally
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ASB Council Lifts Freeze
By JOHN ROBERT MUIR
and RICK MeQUISTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
Student Council last night overturned a vote made earlier in the evening and pas.sed (11-1-21 a resolution
lifting the freeze on funds to the Athletic Department imposed last month.
The Council, after an informal 90minute question-and-answer session
with Pres. Robert D. Clark and a subsequent stormy discussion, defeated by
a 5-12-1 vote a motion introduced by
Junior Representative Rich Van Winkle to lift the freeze "because there
has been progress concerning the is’.’"a1101.1

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Preto.
According to
LOS ANGELES
Charles B. Shuman, president of the
American Farm Bureau Federation,
the 13oycott against California table
grapes should be outlawed by Congress, and the fttnctions of the National Labor Relations Board transferred to the courts.
_
WASHINGTON - President. Johnson included a big boost in Social Security benefits in his record-breaking
S195.3 billion final budget submitted
to the Congress yesterday. The President’s last budget, tentatively at least,
has the approval of the Nixon administration which takes office Monday.
StuBERKELEY The American
dents Union has demanded immediate
acceptance of proposals for a Black
studies program on the University of
California campus.

sues regarding the initial freeze of
Athletic Department funds."
The temper of the meeting changed,
however, after ASB President Dick
Miner and Treasurer Dave Allman
asked Council to reconsider the earlier
motion because they felt definite progress was being made.
Miner indicated that Pres. Clark has
agreed to form an Athletic Board of
Control out of the present Athletic
Advisory Board to include a greater
proportion of students.
The ASB President also said Pres.
Clark recommended setting up a review board through the Academic
Council to hear complaints such a-s
those voiced by Black athletes who
boycotted the Brigham Young football
game in November.
Arrangements were also made by
Pres. Clark, Miner said, to transfer
monies from the televised SJS-Stanford football game in September from
an Athletic Department account back
into the ASB General Fund.
"Pres. Clark has moved in all areas
with which Council is concerned," Aikman said. "I think he’s responded very
well so far. We can only push forward
so far, then we have to back off and
see if anything Ls hamming."
Aikman noted that Council still ha.s
the power to cut funds to the Athletic
Department when the Spring Budget
comes up for ratification next month
if steps are not carried out to relieve
the pmblems.
"Our main power right now," Miner
emphasized, "is not the freezing of the
funds to the Athletic Department, but
the actual threat of the freezing of
funds."
"We can finaneially destroy ourselves right now if we don’t restore
the fund.* to the Athletic Department,"
Aikman said. "Besides, Pres. Clark has
got to satisfy us. He can’t get around
it."
A motion introduced ettrlier by
Junior Representative Steve Milner
"to release enough funds to enable
that all grants-in-aid to athletes be

immediately reinstated" but to maintain the freeze on the remainder of
the funds was withdrawn.
"I don’t think we’re caving in to
pressure from the administrators or
anyone else," Millnes explained. "If
anyone thinks we’re not going to use
the threat of (cutting) the budget,
then they’re kidding themselves."
In explaining her vote, Sheila Younge,
senior representative, said, "I think
progress has been made in an the
areas we demtuided when we froze the
funds. We’re just going to create more
antagonism by not granting the funds."
The freeze, which was approved by
Council prior to the Christmas break,
automatically went into effect last
week after Miner took no action on it.
At that time the ASB President
said he refused to sign the proposal
"because it was my feeling that Pres.
Clark had responded adequately to the
conditions the Council had established."

Dr. Timothy Leary
At Dailey Today
Controversial LSD advocate Dr.
Timothy Leary will discuss "The
Hedonistic Society" today at 12:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The 48-year-old founder of the
League of Spiritual Discovery claimed,
at one time, that through drugs, a
person "can unlock the Rosetta Stone
of consciousness." Through ISD, one
seeks awarness not obtainable in daily
life, Dr. Leary argued.

Today’s Weather
04,11Stutt skies marred orti
mInnal filit.n high clouds rum *honing toda through tomorron. High
today tn the fountain: 6t.
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ESTIMATES on the number of
marchers varied tremendously yesterday. The three professors leading the march here are (from left
to right) Dr. Fred Sprat+, chairman
of the Art Department, Dr. James
O’Connor, associate professor of
economics and Dr. E. E. Rutherford,
president of the local AFT.

Anti-Strikers
To Hold Rally
Today at 12
"The Silent Majority" will be heard
today either in a joint rally with ttie
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) or in its own rally on Seventh
Street at noon, according to Earl Hansen, student ombudsman.
Hansen proposed yesterday to go to
AFT President Eldred E. Rutherford
to ask for a joint rally because, according to Walter Fox, coordinator of
the Audio-Visual Center, the sound
equipment was not returned by a professor who checked out the equipment
for recent AFT rallies.
"How can you hold an anti-strike
rally without the (sound) equipment,"
Hansen quipped. "AFT yelled ’free
speech, free speech’ when security disconnected the equipment yesterday.
"I didn’t know free speech was the
exclusive right of the AFT," Hansen
added.
Hansen is organizing the anti -strike
rally to "show there are other meaningful ways to appmach the problems."
Scheduled to speak at the noon rally
today are Grady Robertson, sttident
representative to Academic Council,
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice president, and Hansen. Other persons wishing to speak are invited to do so, Hansen encouraged.
"This is a college campus and the
students have a right to hear more
than one side of any issue," he emphasized. "I have gone through the
legal procedures for the rally. and I
hope students come out to hear other
ways of dealing with the problem."

By JEFF MULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Chanting, stomping, sign-carrying students and faculty marched confidently across the SJS campus yesterday afternoon for the second time
in as many days.
With their ranks swelling from 400 marchers of two days ago, to what
nonpartisan estimaters agreed was 700 participants yesterday, supporters
of the striking American Federation of Teachers (AFT) Local 1362
paraded through buildings, pounded walls and shouted "On strike -shut it down!"
*
*
*
Highly enthused by the strike’s sixth
day of activities, AFT leaders, who
claimed 1,500 took part in the march,
have scheduled another rally for this
afternoon at 12:30 at the south end of
Seventh Street.
The sometimes deafening roar of the
marchers brought hundreds of nonstriking teachers and students to their
classroom windows. From their second
and third-story perches, many of them
waved or shouted encouragement as
By GEORGE DRUMBOR
the seemingly endless line of fellow
and STEVE REED
collegians flowed beneath them.
Spartan Dally Staff Writers
Ler’ by Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford,
Three serious confrontations between picketing Ametican Federation AFT president at SJS (who carried
of Teachers members and supporting a large yellow flag with a coiled rattlesnake and the words "Don’t tread on
students and the college administration occurred yesterday as the AFT me" printed on it), nearly 800 students
and faculty concluded adloon "inforstrike continued.
Jim Walton, graduate art student, mation rally" with a cross -campus
march which collect’s:I supporters along
was struck by a state pick-up truck
way.
as it entered the Waffle Tower de- the
The journey took them through
livery entrance when he and other
strikers tried to block delivery of food Spartan Cafeteria, Centennial Hall,
the Library, Tovver Hall and the Home
and supplies.
At the north end of Seventh Street Economics building.
"For a moment I though SJS was
a truck making deliveries to Spartan
Bookstore pushed through picket lines going to have a sit-in," said Ross Doncarrying two men displaying rifles. ald, San Jose City Police Dept. chief
Keith Cluckey, assistant to Pres. Rob- of prevention and control. His comert D. Clark, earlier received darnage ment came after the column had just
to his automobile as he entered the pushed into Tower Hall, which houses
campus through AFT’ pickets. Cluckey the offices of President Robert D.
indicated he intends to contact the Clark and Executive Vice President
Dusel.
city police in order to press charges
Once again Dick Muter, ASB presiagainst the pickets.
The injured strident was taken to dent, participated in the march. "This
the Santa Clara County Hospital after semester when we faced an overenthe delivery truck hit him and ren- rollment crisis and couldn’t get the
dered him unconsciou.s. The truck classes we needed, the AFT came to
drove through the lines at a speed bat and tried to help us." said Miner.
"I think very highly of these march estimated between eight and 15 m.p.h.
Gary Wineroth, operator of a San ers and strikers," he said. "Their cause
Jose gun store and the son of Spar tan is honorable and just, and when the
Bookstore Manager Harry Wineroth, time comes to look back on these pendrove his truck carrying two armed pie and their moment, I want it to he
men and bookstore supplies through said that Dick Miner was with them."
Jim McMasters, a 24 -year-old industhe line of objecting pickets at the
trial management student, was one of
North Gate entrance to campus.
According to the senior Wineroth, a number of persons who viewed the
his son was making the delivery in spectacle with disgust.
"’Their action will bring harsh rehis own trtuic as it favor to the father.
The truck was allegedly enroute to the prisals against the Stade College sysson’s gunstore and the men only car- tem," he said. "I think there are other
ried the guns to prevent them from channels through which they can solve
falling into the hands of pickets who their grievances."
During a brief. post -march rally,
were climbing onto the truck.
The rifles were confiscated by cam- Rutherford claimed the strike WHS
pu.s security officei’s who investigated gathering steam. "We’re going to shut
this place down," he concluder’.
the incident.

Non-Strikers,
Strikers Afeet
With Violence

Strike Issues Not ’Impossible To Understand’
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is this first of
two articles attempting to explain an issue we
believe remains punling fo students despite efforts by both sides fo explain if the American Federation of Teachers strike. Today’s article
deals with the question from an historical standpoint, beginning wifh San Francisco State’s prob.
I months. Tomorrow, we will
lems the last
attempt to define San Jose State’s involve.
meet in the strike.
By KENYON JORDAN
tiparbut Daily Staff Writer
Neither side denies it’s a complicated
situation.
The teachers’ strike at SJS, called in support of a teachers’ strike at San Francisco
State, which was called to force Trustees to
resolve a student strike at SFS - Whew! -has to many seemed almost impossible to
understand.
Yet through the fog it is possible to see at
least SUMP of the reasons why some members

of the SJS American Federation of !Poachers,
which comprise less than a quarter of the
faculty, have literally laid their jobs on the
line to go on strike.
It all began last Nov. 6 at San Francisco
State. George Murray, part-time English instructor and minister of education for the
Black Panther Party, had been, suspended
only days before for a statement thatBlack
students should bring guns on campus to defend themselves.
This action lathier’ a fire under the school’s
Black Student Union and Third World Liberation Front. On Nov. 6 these groups released
a list of 15 demands, including a call to rehire Murray, and said they would be on
strike until the demands were met.
According to Dr. E. E. Rutherford, president of the SJS Local No. 1362 of AFT, the
Murray suspension "charred up" the SFS
Local No. 1.352, as well as minority students.
Murray had been suspended without due
process, lir. Rallied ord said, a Net which

reemphasized to the teachers their insecure
positions. Since the teachers have no contracts,
they realized such a dismissal could happen
to any of them,
At that time, however, the only action
taken was by the students. As more and mom
White students joined the BSU and TWLF,
the strike gradually built.
The tension also grew and exploded into
almost daily police-student confrontations
continuing from late November to Dee. 11.
when the college was closed for the holidays
a week earlier than scheduled.
At times as many as 600 police were on
the SFS campus at once. Interim President
S. I. Hayakawa had declared a state of emergency which forbad demonstrations. Many
times striking students were set upon by
police for failure to disperse.
Although, under Hayakawa’s edict, this pollee artion teas permissible, an SFS professor
speaking here told the local AFT the situation
in San Francisco was "intoleraltle"

"How can you teach," he said, ’’when police
and students are warring right outside your
window?"
Apparently to force an end to the seemingly interminable crisis, and to gain a semblance of security for itself, the SFS AFT
voted to strike before the holidays.
Dr. Rutherford summed it. up: "When San
Francisco got heated up, its AFT really got
moving, They’re very close to us, arid we
moved along with them."
Actually, the SJS strike resolution. valid
only in the event of a strike at the college 44
miles to the north, WAS the first one passed.
It came the day after Thanksgiving, a few
days before SFS’ Arr passed a resolution to
strike if its demands were not met within a
certain period.
Demands were not met, and before Christmas vacation Local No. 1352 voted to seek
strike sanction from the San Francisco Central Labor Council. SJS, on the strength of
its previous resolution, followed suit

Now things start to become muddled.
Local No. 1352 informed the Trustees of the
state college system it would remain on strike
only until the Trustees negotiated with it.
As pre-conditions to negotiations, however.
the AFT claims the college has to be closed
and the 15 BSU and TWLF demands resoiveci, one way or another, to the satisfaction
of students.
Then the AFT will negotiate its own demands, which are basically aimed at insuring
greater teacher security arid power by a demand for local control of the college through
"a cixiperative balance of student, faculty
and earnpus administration voices," according
to spokesmen.
The SJS Apr, meanwhile, is following the
lead of its San Francisco counterpart. "We’re
not setting conditions," Dr. Rutherford said
"Local No. 13.’52 has set them, and we’re a,cepting them.
’"They’re committed to their action, and
we’re committed to them"
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Student Marchers
-trike has turned yet an\
other corner in the past few days.
I
day- ago the AFT held a rally
and. at the urging of the local AFT
president. proceeded to march on campus. some (d10 students were estimated
ill be %elling their heads off. and maknuisance of themsel%es.
ituf
c-tcrilay another rally was held
,clain marchers raffle onto the
lint this titue. it was a little
ddlcrent. The marchers went through
..c%cral buildings. banging on walls
and door-. -till shouting at the tops of
dwir ’tutu!, and generally disrupting
\\ wonder what-- H..0 on the agend.l. ’so far 11.-1 lia- kept ecellent
mond mei) the strike. Ilut whether
\I
could control 800 marchers we
-crout-ly doubt.
1,1 \ I T must he prepared to aecid the con-comences of any dis!option-. %ioletice, and property de-truction which is bound to begin
-liould these marches continue.
11canultile. we’re happy to note tlw

cautious attitude die administration is
taking in asking professors to resign"
after lie days of tinexrused absences
front classes.
Although the Eflucat
Code makes
such resignations mandatory and automatic. Pres. Clark is going to make
%cry sure that the faculty members
itnoled receke due process. Pres.
Clark has indicated he will take no
act’
against a faculty member until
the member has had an opportunity
to discuss his status with the college.
The administration has indicated letters will Iw sent to faculty members
itkoheil in% iting them to constlit with
the college.
Ns 1)1.. Clark said yesterday. "Many
of thf AFT family members on strike
are valued teachers and would be difficult to replace at any time. I also
maintain my opposition to the strike.
for I feel it to lw unwarranted. that it
causes students to suffer. and that in
these troubled times it may lead to
disruptile student India% ior."
We agree with Dr. Clark.

Resigns AFT Can’t Strike
An Open Letter To
Local No. 1362
FM- ts a letter of resignation:

as of
I wish to drop
membership
\ I I I cannot accept the decision
strik.
am taking the only remain-

.

option for the dissenting tll i iii
I inn
liming the organization.
’the issues of the strike are for the most
Ilari Sahli iSSIleS.1 }Whig for them is rather
like being for Truth and Beauty and Lott-.
II is not the ends
seek that I question.
litit rather the means you haye chosen. A
strike is not an etid iii itself - - as a war is
not an end in itself
but it can come to
seem as if it mere.
strike can onlv be a
means. and I questitin this means at this
time. both
gr
Is of tactics and
the strike on tactical grounds,
and a student of reoliilion. Hie kind of confrontation that a
strike mill produce on this campus will
/Illi create meaningful changes in our institution: iiti the contrair. it will in all
proltaltilit I irst plunge us into a period
tif repri--ki aiiiliority and then destroy
us. A few of the most extreme radicals
among the stmlents are aware of this and
mcicome the idea: iictims of a Sampson
complex.
But most supporters of the strike are
tinkering milli moral indignation. NIoral
indignation is the emor
Neneer that
mer less attractive
emotions:
haired, eirk y. bored
fear of impotence.
11.eld personal failure. Nloral
Mil should nioer be confused with
I

a, a

I question the strike on moral grounds,
a- a committed human being. Nly rest
iltility to the
enrolled in my
lasses is a
al as well as a professional
obligae . If I refused to return to my
,..
I mould have to give all my
students incompletes for the term
or
;- would a strike mean that I would even
refuse to fill out the forms which would
Is,

:
:

s

2.
0,"’s
IP

it;
""
sas
IS.-

put an incomplete on the record?

strike would be an embarrassment to
adminktration of the college. an affront to the Trustees. hitt it would hurt
tior -Thilents more than amone else. ’Di
cheat them of a semester’s credit toward
their degree is once again to take from
those idio can least afford to lose. Many
of my students are poor: this is not a
campus for the bored children of wealthy
families. The money most of our students
paid for fees was hard earned. often bv
the students themselves. There is more
than lllll ney at stake, of course. What of
the young men whose draft boards require
them to he making satisfactory progress
toward a degree?
And there is more at stake than credits
toward graduation. The majority of my

Of All The Rest, We’re The Best. We’re The AFT!

Thrust and Parry

Governor Stirs Comment
Reply to Reagan

Guest Room

t.F.T.

Hey, Hey, Hee. Who The Hell Are We?

students want to leant. They are pleading
for relevant education. not for the begin’ g of a Dark Age. This is an educational
institution. I am keenly aware that colleges have acquired political as well as
educational funct. .. but the two functions are not identical.
In the recent past. the American academic lllllll
has been politically effeetke in the only way really open to us:
we hate been sucee.4til in persuading the
American

public that peitee is practical
and possible. ’Hien) was a time %hen any-

one who advocated the withdrawal of
American troop. from Vietnam was labled
a Communist or morse: today, the Seeret.tr of Defense can athocate this course
ati ilmen NN all Street apprmes. This thaw
in the political climate of our country
began with the campus Teach-lits, a
ntmement of dissent mhieh culminated in
the candid:ley of McCarthy, which for all
its disappointments did succeed in making
peace a respectable word. Those who were
for peace were no longer dissenters. but
simply people mho had been in the vanguard.
Now we are throwing away our ntoral
credibility. turning from dissent to destruction. turning f l
Thoreau to Robespierre.
As professors we helong in the classrootn
teaching: as c erned eitizens we belong
in the forum pct.-flailing. We are 110t
morkers who can simply turn off machines
%%hen they strike: tw do not operate marl
s, we educate people.
strike on ibis campus at this time
will not he a scene of peaceful picketing,
of bored. flat-footed hacks parking up and
down in front of the Seventh Street barricades hearing placards saOng "This establishment unfair. please do not patronize." Ott the contrary. a strike will in all
probability reduce our campus to the condition of San Francisco State.
A strike is a last resort, something to he
held in reserve until the point of desperation. San Francisco State may now be at
that p
. but this is a separate issue. San
Jose State is not. So long as the issues of
the strike can be and are being resolved
by other means, however impatient we may
become, we ran only lose by striking. If
the strike is considered a sympathy gesture for San Francisco State., I can only
say that howeyer touched I may he by the
plight of my neighbor whose house is
burning to the ground, I cannot believe
that it %ill help my homeless neighbor if
I pot the torch to my own house.
I cannot go on strike with you. yogi who
lune hefn among my closest friends and
colleagues on this campus. In breaking
step %ith you
can only say sadly that,
like Thoreau. I hear a different drummer.
Gail Putney Fullerton
Associate Professor of Sociology

Editor:
In his state-of-the-state message, Governor
Ronald Reagan says he wilt "pmtect those
students who want to learn." But his actions
appear to be in direct contradiction to his proclaimed image of supporting high values. Are
these the same serious students who want to
mcxlify the present system so that they can
learn relevant material. and so it will satisfy
their educational needs?
Will he protect students in low-income
families so they can learn if they so desire?
For this coming year, the use of $100,000 in
financial aid funds were withdrawn from this
college alone. Imposition of tuition, and thereby raising the cost of education to these stu-

dents, will not extend to them opportunities
of "full education."
For whom in his omnibus program for
"safety and security" ;Law and Order)
aimed? He says, "It is a matter of making
sure that no group is ever permitted to unjustly force its will upon the people." Yet the
Governor, the Trustees, and Chancellor Dumke
are forcing their will upon us, and in complete disregard for free exchange of ideas.
Under Gov. Reagan’s proposal, there would
he no need for freedom or reason, only obedience to the dictates of his administration.

Will the increased legal penalties for assaults on teachers and studcmts be imposed
on local police, or upon strikers? One can
see that by demanding "security" and "proper
conduct" he is forcing his will on everyone in
the state college system (only he defines the
legalistic implications of the word "security").
How can they justly disclaim the use of force
also by the proponents for change?
He persists to apply political pressure to
the State College System (rather than safeguard it) by proposing shortened terms of
office of the Board of Trustees. Obviously he
would have more political influence on the
State College system if he appointed all the
Trustees to the Board. However, he is not an
accredited educator, and should not, therefore, be dictating the direction of the system
of higher education.
Certainly some agent must represent the
direction of higher education to the public.
At present, however, the Chancellor sees himself as a servant to the public whim, and not
to the educational system or to those in it.
The Trustees, in fact, seem to represent the
military-industrial complex, and fail to acknowledge the social responsibility of the
state college system. Are these business interests dominating education to help the students? To what do these interests want to
help themselves?
The system is the issue. Reaction against
articulation of the issues does not direct attention to the causes of the issues which is
the nature of the present structure and function of the State College system. Is the purpose of colleges to teach people to solve problems of their society (not just of the fictitious
"taxpayer"), or to train "students" to operate
institutions to further a mechanized society.
Attendance at our state colleges and universities is not a privilege, it is and must remain, a sacred human right. Our courts of
law are also established by the government,
and maintained by the "taxpayer." Is their
use likewise a privilege and not a right? Gov.
Reagan’s reasoning leads to this conclusion,
but public education, like the courts, must
not exist for private gains of "the privileged."
Gov. Reagan and his administration neither
understand the purpose of education, any education, nor appreciate the potential of state
colleges which students visualize. The benefit of a new direction in quality education is
that students can begin working with problems which Gov, Reagan, the Legislatnre, and

the "old order" have passed on to this generation. We must live with the results of their
"buck-passing," and they are wrong to deny
us any oppm tunity to resolve these social ills
tracial tensions, effects of poverty upon
youth, an inadequate education system, etc.).
The colleges must change to teach students
to understand and solve the problems they
could not. While seeking solutions in contemporary society, we cannot yet discuss values
and institutions in the same breath. The
present institutions force separation of action
from beliefs. The system will not allow resolution of this hypocricy of living double standards. This institution must be changed to permit values and actions to be considered in
one context.
Tim 14, Fitzgerald
A12240

Major Issues
Editor:
Monday, Jan. 13, I lead a marvelously
charming guest column in the Daily. A Hoppeite under the pseudonym of "Ronald Reagan" (it even rings symphonically) addressed
himself to the major tissues of the day.
Against the orchestration of the wind I pulled
up my zipper, and listened attentively to the
warble of a ruby-throated stalwart, An hour
of laborious clumps later I achieved the first
marble step; my arduous perregrination had
ended. Beaming with crystalline droplets of
heavenly suds, I moved ever onward, flailing
through puffky white clouds with pantomimic
gestures. Top of the slippery slew I slung my
slack sloop round my neck, and reversed gears.
From a peripherally caught ray I noted a
gyrating, pre-Hellenic, post-operative placard;
scrawled in Victorian rubescence, "Previewing
tonight at your local Ignited Artists Theater:
"Fate-of-the-State" starring John Wayne and
the Green Beanies, co-hit "The Righteous
Riot" with Red Skeleton and Pink Autonomy.
Moral: He who has a lie to live can bear
with almost any how!
Robert Alan PrentIcy
A8589

Student Involvement
Editor:
Every student on this and every statesupported campus should support his teachers
-- not because he hopes to gain his selfish
demands at the same time, but to preserve the
quality of his education. The only valid reason
for student uwolvement in their teachers’
struggle for better conditions is to keep those
teachers from leaving the campuses in search
of better jobs.
In a teachers’ strike, student demands are
out of place and only add confusion, so that
it is no wonder that the Trustees do not take
the strike seriously.
The problem appears to be how to show the
Trustees and the legislature that non-striking
students are behind the teachers, but do not
agree with the methods being used, or the
use of student demands to gain student
support.
I would suggest a petition, addressed to
the Trustees, and reading something like this:
"We the non-striking student majority of San
Jose State College wish to make known our
support of our faculty in their struggle for
better pay and working conditions. We do
not believe that this strike is going to gain
anything for the faculty or students. and Its
present aims and compositions are unacceptable to us. However. we feel that the quality
of our education is endangered by current indifference to our professors’ legitimate requests, and that this is something worth fighting for, if necessary."
Mary Morales
Ann

My editor informs me the Daily has
been giying the AFT strike too much
space at the expense of other
Since
it has been going int a week now, I gather
that means it is losing its !WWI, Sallie.
Being illl amicable sort. I mill oblige by
leaving that tired issue and attempt to
lien your strike-oriented boredom with a
putpouri of interesting other news .
*
*
Who said that?
"We will keep it open %ith bayonets,
if necessary."
Answer: a) Douglas MacArthur, h) an
angry dentist, c) Ronald Reagan
*
*
*
News item: Corazon Amurao, who hid
under a bed two years ago while Richard
Speck murdered her eight roommates, climaxed a period of financial and political
success resulting from that experience hy
getting married this week.
Her first-person account of the slaying,:
gave her enough money to put her eight
brothers and sisters through school. Later,
she ran for political office anti popular
sympathy for her was said to he a chief
reason for her being elected.
Before the wedtling. she was asked about
the killings which had changed the counte
of her life. "It seems so long ago,"
Corazon said, "I’ve forgotten."
*
*
*
Headline of the Week: "Cut Urged in
Transplants." (San Francisco Chronicle,
Jan. 1:1.
*
*
*
News item: Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freenuut estimated that it would
cost an additional $1 billion a year to end
hunger and malnutrition in the United
States.
Another news item: The United States
will attempt to send a three-man team to
the moon in mid-July. Estimated cost of
the mission is $25 billion.
*
*
*
Who said that?
"I refuse to negotiate around a square
table."
Answer: al King Arthur, h) General
Ky, c) the Trustees.
or
*
*
Story of the week: by Dick Egner of
the San Jose News. Under the headline
"Strike Wrong Tool, Most S.J. State Students Feel," Egner’s story polled four SJS
three of whont supported the
students
strike.
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Talk on Rights

AFT Picket Line
Closes Commons

By JAY CARTER
Spartan Daily staff Writer
"Friday will he the last day of
food service at the Dining Commons unless the situation is alleviated," Jim Riffey, manager of
the residence halls, told the Spartan Daily last night.
Wiley said he got this message
from Spartan Shops spokesman
earlier in the afternoon.
The news first broke to residents in the middle of a meeting
at Waffle Towers. The meeting
of the residents’ "administration students" food committee interrupted the routine business of
liaision with the Dining Commons to become an emergencybound body.
The committee proposed several ways to alleviate the im-

Job Agency
For Minority
Students Open
Employment help for Chicano
and other minority students can
now be obtained through Operation SER (Semice, Employment,
Redevelopment), which intends
to provide a liaison between
existing placement services and
minority students.
SER is a non-piofit corporation funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Labor. It has been
represented this semester on
SJS by Jesse Delgado, senior political science major.
Staffed exclusively by bi-lingual petsonnel, the program is
aimed at Chicanos and other minority groups who otherwise
might not have used the existing
placement services.
Currently engaged in securing
personnel for IBM and other employers, SER is "designed to
break down cultural barriers to
full employment for Chicano and
other groups," according to Delgado.
Minority oaidents seeking employment help can mach SER at
295-2466.

FLIGHTS
CHARTER

EUROPE-Summer’69
11 dates to pick from! Write or
call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!
Pure Jet on Certified Carriers
ROUND TRIP
New York/London
$189
ROUND TRIP
Oakland/London
$289
Oakland/Amsterdam $299
ONE WAY $189
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., San Jose. Calif.
Ph. MU 293-1033

Strikers Cross Line
To Heckle Speaker

pending shutdown caused by AFT
pickets turning away food deliveries. It expects to mobilize
a "student food lift" by an all hall petition and hopes to get an
order restraining the pickets.
The picketing of the San Salvador Street delisery entrance,
stsrving the all -dorm dining commons, ha.s been an uninterrupted
part of the AFT strike which began eight days ago. According to
the pickets, they have managed
to turn back more of the commercial delivery trucks.
In addition to the expected
closing of the cafeteria, other
signs of picket line success can
be seen. The vending machines in
Waffle Towers are empty. This
forced the administrative authorities to seek non-union service
for these deliveries.
Another sign of disrupted services, both to the eye and nose, is
the garbage which has collected
to several times the normal
amount. Each tirne the garbage
has been eventually removed. It
is reported the refuse left with
police escort at least once.
The sign that alarmed the nonstriking student diners most,
next to the sight of the pickets
them-selves, has been the lack of
variety in the menu; the implication of left-overs. Actually,
food has not been rationed.

Wilkins Opposes
Study Programs
For Blacks Only
Roy Wilkins, head of t he
NAACP, told about 200 NAACP
representatives Tuesday that he
is in direct opposition to Black
students across the country who
the now demanding Black studies
programs which they control and
dormitories for Black students
only.
The executive director of the
nation’s oldest and largest civil
rights organization said the
NAACP would go to court to
block the creation of "autonomous" Black studies programs and
Black student dormitories on college campuses.
Speaking at the 60th annual
corporate meeting of the NAACP
at the Park Sheraton Hotel in
New York, Wilkin.s said these
demands represent, "in essence,
the setting up of racially based
Jiltt Crow schools," and that the
use of public tax monies to do
this was believed by him and
NAACP lawyers to be unconstitutional.
"If some White Americans,
torn and confused by today’s
clamor of some Black students.
should accede officially to the
call for separate dormitories and
autonomou.s racial schools within
colleges and universities, there
will be court action to determine
anyone’s right to use pttblic tax
funds to set up what are, patently, Jim Crow schools," he said.

Ph:a,’ by t’t

PICKETING MAY
must get his rest,
march in the lines
to be able to sleep

.

BE a full time job, but ev?n if it is, a picket
as this one is doing. Many of the stiikers
for countless hours, and subsequently seem
anywhere.

fiction Teieddion
1850 W. San Carlos

San Jose

By SANDRA OLIVAS
You may not hear the horns
or the bark of the hounds who
have just sensed the object of
the chase ahead. You may not

1969

see the noble hunters decked in
scarlet coat and black cap,
mounted and nervou.s in anticipation; but your mind will envision just such a picture of an

Snowbunnies

1969 WINTER CARNIVAL QUEEN is Loyci Brooks, 24, (seated
on right) a senior public relations major, who was awarded the
honor yesterday afternoon at a fashion show in the cafeteria.
Her three princesses are (seated) Jane Lundgren, 21, a senior
sociology major; (standing, I. to r.) Nancy Hartz, 22, a senior
sociology major; and Marilyn Hoyt, 20, a junior French major.
The Queen and her princesses were chosen by a panel of five
judges: Dr. Willian Dusel, executive vice president; Bill Langan,
ASB vice president; Sherry Kehoe, 1968 Winter Carnival
Queen; Carol Hanson, Carnival chairman; and Phil Stone,
Spartan Daily editor.

292-3457

LAST CHANCE
TO

Take Advantage of
the

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Last Issue January 22
If ad placed today can
Run 2 Days

By MARILYN THOMPSON!
SJS strikers crossed their own
picket lines Tuesday night to
’heckle Sidney Hook, professor of
philosophy at New York University, whu was speaking in Morris Dailey Auditorium. limik’s
speech was entitled "Academic
Rights and Academic Anarachy."
The heckling began near the
end of Hook’s address to an audience of about 150. Later. during a question and answer session, a shouting match developed
between Hook and an unidentified striking faculty member.
The audience, angered at the
outburst, shouted. "Shut up" and
"Get out."
As the audience was leaving,
strikers began voici ng their
opinions about the speech as the
crowd moved toward the door.
Hook said the university should
be a community of scholars,
teachers and students pursuing
truth. This way, the university
would influence society through
its teachings rather than by taking direct action to tran.sforrn
society.
Students for a Democratic Society and other similar groups,
Hook charger’, are trying to use
the university to modify society.
If this is done, the university
"loses its autonomy anti imperils
objectivity" and "becomes in a
sense a political institution" subject to the turmoil mused by
disagreeing factions.
This atmosphere threatens
academic freedom which Hook
defines as the freedom of a professional, qualified person to
"investigate, publish and teach
the truth as he sees it" in a

Ford School English Manor?

WE RENT TELEVISION
We Give Student Rates
Immediate Delivery
Black & White - Color
New & Used
Sales & Service

Thursday,

THIS WEEK

ART
PRINTS tiii
cpa:Ptan Sookaore
riqh1 on

old English fox hunt, as you
arrive at the entrance of Ford
Country Day School.
The school is part of cm okl
estate which sits high on a hill
overlooking Foothill College in
Los Altos, and was originally
built as a private residence bY
a retired Englishman. Percy T.
Morgan, more than 50 years
ago. It has since become an artistic shosvplace as well as a
private school.
The house is reminiscent of
alorgan’s homeland. The stucco
and dark -timbered frame. the
complex gabled roof, and the
fantastic chimney arrangement
carry out the theme of an old
Tudor-style manor house.
An open archway cuts through
the center of the house, makine
the back circular drive accessible
from the front. It is possible to
drisv through the archway or,
in case of bad weather. to stop
inside the archway and enter
the house at either of two entrances there.
Morgan imported pieces of
stone and art work from various
parts of Europe to incorporate
into his house as it was being
built. A part of the stone bannister surrounding one of the
front rectangular windows dates
back to the 1800’s and wa.s
brought over from England at
the turn of the century for its
present use. Morgan purchased
the stone piece from an old private English institute of learning, the Blue Coat School, which
was founded by Henry VIII’s son.
The inside of the house is just
as lavish as the outside. Dark,
carved walnut wood panels the
entrance hall where a winding
staircase takes off toward the
upper living quarters.

’

Rally To Support
Spartan, Bronco
Basketball Game
The SJS Rally Committee and
the cheerleaders will hold a rally
Friday at 1:30 on the University
of Santa Clara campus, in preparation for the Saturday night
Spartarellioneo basketball clash.
All interested SJS students
should meet in front of the Men’s
Gym where transportation will
be provided to the Stutta Clara
campus.
C014SICNNIENT ANT 1FORY NEEDED

GRAND OPENING
of the

C01.011 PORTRAIT
STUDIO

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Jan. 13-19
Complimentor

take, ten

come in I look. no

Wiwi..

Student Special - Ian. & Feb. only
- 8,10 color portruli
w ’ANIL

fetoirdE

Open eeeee day except Tues. 1.4 P.
Nieht, WM..

Thun..

7.9 p.m.

ihrr knurl, be ppointenent. CAM
221.3310 or 294.4914

How To Become
More Beautiful
Like Magic
To make you even more
beautiful Revlon has invented
’Moon Drops’ Dem; Face
Care and Demi Luminesque
Eye Makeup. It’s an entirely
new concept of makeup that
helps you radiate with beauty.
Come in soon and try ’Moon

Drops.’

10th Street Pharmacy
294-9131

10th & Santa Clara
The Associated Students
of Ston’ord University
present in concert

RICHIE HAVENS
and

THE DILLARDS
January 18, 1969 - 8 and 10 p.m.
Admission $2.25 and $3.25
MEMORIAL HALL
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Tickets available at: San Jose Box Office
Palo Alto Box Office
Tressider Union Box Office

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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field in which he has been
judged competent by his peers.
For this reasi.n, academie freedom is an Vali"’ right, not a
natural right.
There are also three legitimate
demands students can niake
about education, the swaker declared, Students have "the right
to consultation" by the administration "on educational measures
that affect them.’’
They have "the right to individualization of the curriculum
a.s fru. as possible" so that studie,
relate to each student’s background and needs.
And, he stated, they have "tic
right to expect a central and
continuing concern with the
character of teacher, the right
to evaluation of professors, and
the right to be pmperly taught."
llowever, when giievances are
listened to and are not met,
Hook said, students are not justified to protest by violent
means.
Hook’s speech was srxmsored
by the California State Employees Association anti the College Union Board.
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Bop Fires Up Holman
Everyone has his own bag
these days.
Fur Tim Holman it appears tu
be a bop on the chin.
The gutty SJS guard received

a small gash on the chin thi,
past weekend and it seemed to
fire him up as he led the Spartans to two West Coast Athletic Conference victories and

Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE

Puritan Oil Co.

STREETS

DUMP THE DONS
1st PLACE SPARTANS
vs
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
TONIGHT
If you can not be at S.J. Civic Auditorium,
listen starting at 7:45 p.m. to the voice
of the Spartans home and away.

Hal Rainey and Pete Torrey

on

Intramurals

KSJS 90.7 FM

Your SJS Spartan Basketball Station

Grid Meeting
Slated Today
players planning to try out for
either the varsity or freshman

......

Men who move in flocks don’t make
the best CPAs.
The CPA often hunts for answers
in wild new country. He’s constantly
trying to solve problems that have no
pat solutions. He needs conceptual
imagination and conviction and
guts. He may have to defend his answers (like a tiger) when he thinks
he’s right.
The demand for CPAs is growing
fast. Whether they are in independent
practice or part of the top management team of a company, they are
taking on increasing responsibility in
financial and business affairs.
You can select the college courses
that can help you earn a CPA certificate soon after graduation. Or you
can take them in graduate school.
Ask your faculty advisor about them
Why not send for our booktet with
the whole CPA story?
Write: The California Society of
CPAs, 1000 Welch Road, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94304.
Read it before you decide whether
your answer to our question is
"G -r-r-r" or "B -a -a -a."
The California Society of
Certified Public Accountants

series will take place Friday at
3:30 p.m. in the Spartans’ pool.
What actually will he taking
place is the finals of the intramural swimming meet.
A strong field of finalists advanced from last night’s semifinal round, promising an exciting day of finals Friday.
Intratnural bovvling closes its
slate today vtith DSP II having
first placed locked up.
Captains of basketball teams
for the spring semester are reminded they must attend the
important meeting today in room
201 of the Nlen’s gym. The meeting, which will feature the seeding of teams, will start at 3:30

Satur(I.i
"Against
Loyola
night, Hohnan only had four
points in the box score but he
fed a lot of layups and ripped
up their zone. He had nine assists and they all led directly tu
layups," Glines offered.
Despite the two weekend wins
which left the Spartans with a
3-0 WCAC slate. and tied for
first in the league with the nation’s third ranked team, the University of Santa Clara, Glines
wa.s not happy with the team’s
showings.

An important meeting for all

Tiger or Iamb:
ho makes
the best CPA?

Lucal audit unis t.r the
star of the time -proven Taritin

earned Player of the Week honors from the Santa Clara Valle
Sports Writers and Broadcaster,
Association at the group’s weekly
luncheon Tuesday.
"Tim made two-three poim
pia.Ns in the second half and
blew the game open for us with
five minutes left." Spartan coach
Dan Giles told the gathering at
mariani’s Restaurant in Santa
Clara.
"We got average performance,
fmm everyone else, but he sa%
us," Glines said.

"There’s no way we can play
the same way against the University of San Francisco and expect to come out a winner,"
Glines explained. The Spartans
play USF tonight in the Civic
Auditorium starting at 8 o’clock.
Although the Spartans out rebounded both Pepperdine and
Loyola, it was this phase of the
game which troubled Glines.
"We did not rebound in By
first half against Loyola," Glines
moaned. "They had aggressive
rebounding and strong outside
shooting."
"Darnell Hillman blocked seven shots and Bernie Veasey
played well as did Pat Hamm.
Sophomore guards Chris Guenther and C. J. Howard are nil-1Ying well under pressure." Glines
said.

football teams will be held at
2:30 p.m.

in

room 201 of the

men’s gym fixlay,
NCAV head football coach Joe
McMullen is expected to he at
the meeting and it will give grid
hopefuls their first oprxirtunit
to meet the Spartans’ head Mall
McMullen, 44, is the 16th held
coach at SJS. Ile replaces Ilarr.
Anderson who resigned near the
end of the past football season.
Wednesday.. McMullen was introduced to local radio, TV and
press members at a luncheon
at Lou’s Village.
McMullen is married and has
three daughters.

E.-

- SUEDE- FUR
ANCtENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
$2 to $19
2000 of them

LEATHER

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the grooviegt gore
in the whole world"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1/2 block below
City Lites Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

TIM HOLMAN
player of the week ,

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO

EUROPE

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW
NON STOP DC -8 JETS

MEALS

#1. San Francisco-London
LV June 30th

GREAT-INFLIGHT SERViCE

ONE WAY

$169

#2. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 15
RET Sept 11

ROUND
RIP

$277

#3. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 17th
RET Sept 10th

ROUND
TRIP

$277

#4. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 26th
RET July 31st

ROUND
TRIP

$277

ONE WAY

$125

#5. S.F./London
LV Sept 11

These flights are open to students, faculty, staff, employees
and their immediate family. All passengers must pay a $10
registration fee with their air fare.

PHONE (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
FLIGHTS
LCHARTER
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Please mail me info on flights
Name
Street
City, State & Zip

SELL
SELL
BEST PRICES
OFFERED DURING
FINALS JAN. 20-31

SELL

HALF PRICES ON ALL TEXTBOOKS
THAT ARE NEEDED FOR SPRING
PLUS EsAARLLEY BONUS

Spaptan gook4itere
.
cumpu3

1

Nur
mema

Marilyn alai I
I areellos,
husband and
! Iiiajors at
SJS. have taped an appearance
on "The All-American College
Show" starring entertainer Dennis James, to lv aired at a future date this season.
To qualify for the engagement,
the singing duo and instrumentalists won out in a series of
auditions and eliminations conducted by the prognon’s production staff.
Weekly winners on the show
are awarded a trophy and a
check for $1,000. They later compete in the semi-finals for an
additional cash priZe of $1.500.

scene and rushed home immedBy LEE FOAtit
iately to re-read the play, stayFilm Arts Writer
Franco Zeffirelli’s splendid pro- ing up ’til 3 in the morning to
experience
again Shakespeare’s
duction of "Romeo and Juliet"
now at Century 22. leaves the t itneless t ragedy.
Academians might argue the
audience in tears, tears of trapoint that "Romeo and Juliet" is
gedy and tears of joy.
One reads occasionally of Ark - not truly tragedy, the lovers’
downfall not resulting from their
torte’s classic definition of traown tragic flaw. This may be
gedy and the emotional catharsis
which tragedy should arouse. true. but the emphasis in "Roon the
Seldom, however, does one ever meo and Juliet" is less
feei this emotional purge these faults of the main characters
on the existential tragedy
days. Somehow we all know that than
John Wayne will rise again from of existence. where the force of
the sands of Iwo Jima to zap eircum.stances defies all efforts
achieve peace and happiness.
the dreaded Viet-Cong and Rock to
Zeffirelli’s "Romeo and JuliHudson will never really get to
et" must stifle those critics who
Doris Day.
contend that Shakespeare is irWhatever emotions are arou.sed relevant to the H-bomb generby typical American ramie fare ation. The tragedy of pure love,
seems to be a tepid mishmash caught in the senseless struggle
of "happily ever after," and a between stubborn and righteous
spoonful of sugar makes the adults, depicts the constant batmedicine go down." There are tle between adolescent idealism
exceptions, of course, but they and corrupt and aged pride.
are all too seldom.
Zeffirelli’s film also says AomeThe joy aroused by "Romeo thing to Shakespeare purists who
and Juliet" is the joy of exper- insist not a word be altered lest
iencing this emothional catharsis. the play be soiled, the divinity
I wept throughout the tomb somehow dishonored. The screenplay by Franco Brusati and Masolino D’Amico is an artful editing of Shakespeare’s text, cutShe submitted
ting away many peripheral ele"sr ff"
to the most intimate
ments and extended speeches and
of physiological tests
yet retaining the spirit and pow.31
er of the play. All of the dialogue
is Shakespeare’s ageless poetry,
but its beauty is augmented by
the visual beauty of the fihn.
I imagine Shakespeare would
have been quite pleased with
this version of his play, perhaps
even envious. The beautiful Italian settings eliminate the need
E0A.SrIAN trim
CasyrIn Color!a
for many of Shakespeare’s explicatory passages. The possibility of the beautifully done
sted
nude love scene was not open to
Shakespeare, boys playing the
CINEMA BURBANK
female roles, but one senses immediately its appropriateness,
the tender beauty of the young
lovers accentuating the poetic
beauty of the dialogue.
19th Annual Rod and Custom
Ziffirelli’s "star-crossed lovers," 17-year-old Leonard VPhiting as Romeo, and 15-year-old
Olivia Hussey as Juliet, are engaging and alive, destroying the
myth that only experienced 40PAUL REVERE’S RAIDER COACH, BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
year-old Shakespearean.s can effectively play these difficult adKUSTOM AUTO, POOH’S PALACE (WINNIE THE POOH’S CAR),
olescent roles.
150 DISPLAYS - MOVIES - CYCLES
Olivia Hussey became Juliet
for me. Her lack of experience
(which I didn’t notice) is more
than made up for by her innocence and naivete. I can’t imagine an older, more jaded actress making the role anything
but impossible. The pure love of
Romeo and Juliet, and its short0-10
it.10
lived and improbable existence,
can only be portrayed by youth,
capable of idealized love.
John McEnery as Mercutio and
Michael York as Tybalt are also
particularly impressive as are
all the performers in the film.
I could easily run at the mouth
for several columns, dripping superlatives. See the movie. It’s
better for your soul than a stuffy
and PomPons review.
1
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SALESMEN’S SAMPLES

Photographs, Art Needed
ATTENTION !
ForCollegeUnionOpening 10To Student Discount
Artists and photographers who
have done art work or photography on the construction uf the
new College Union are asked to
contribute their work for the official opening of the college union in the fall.
Gale Ambur, an SJS senior
art major and student director
in charge of the new Art gallery which will be located on the
third floor of the student union,
has asked interested students to
contact her at extension 2763.
Miss Ambur said the student’s
art work, which will be displayed
in the union lotuuces, can be ab-

streets or anything to do with
the new student union.
A total of 620 feet will be
made available for displaying
student art work, she said.

S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plastic
World, supplier of Plexeglasi, resins, molds, and other
plastics.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER

JET CHARTERS

Fly* summer flights of 4 to 13 weeks from
L.A. fo Amsterdam, return from Brussels

$290 to $295 r.t.
(en way $1751

For details write to Prof Fronk Pool. 747
Roycroft Are . Long Beech 901107: 470 2179

Reetic World
1102 Saratoga Ave.

VAUGHN FAMOUS
0 FOR THE
As PRICE OF

1 SALE

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
Single or Marrid
Nes, low rates for young drivers.
Preferred or hard to place risks
accepted.

Vaughn’s famous 2 for 1
sale offers you an excellent
opportunity to add to your
natural shoulder wardrobe
at handsome sayings. Select
from Suits, Sport Coats,
Trousers, Shirts and Jackets . . . all 2 for the price
of 1. Come and bring a
two may particifriend
pate. Offer limited.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

MANNY’S

Now 2 for 89.50
89.50 Suits
45.50 Sportcoats Now 2 for 45.50
Now 2 for 19.95
19.95 Slacks

II

Serving San Jose State

Razor Cuts

15.95 Sweaters Now 2 for 15.95
6.95 Sport Shirts Now 2 for 6.95
5.95 Dress Shirts Now 2 for 5.95

Many other items at 2 for the price of 1

Styling
By Expert Barbers

INMOST,’ INiN’S

IAMB CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Manny’s Barber Shop
571 E. Santa Clara

293-9910
Open Mon.-Saf. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

-4)

VW OH"
AT SATHER GATE

MOMS
I/140.:0 041440 040141I,
,Work4if 1414001141
YlV 470 WillAd

125 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

LOOKING FOR ATMOSPHERE?
You’ll find plenty at the Round House. Why?
I/ You’ll like the friendly younger crowd. Whether college men and women or young executives and secretaries, they all have a great time at the Round
House.
V You’ll enjoy the plush sunken circular bar. The circular bar makes everyone friendlier including the
bartenders who can really pour a drink.
I/ You’ll love the food. The gourmet specialties are:
steaks from specially aged Kansas City corn-fed
steers and lobsters from Australia.
With a date or alone, why not come in tonight and
soak up a little atmosphere?

ROUND HOUSE
(across from Cinema 150)

Located a+ 2655 El Camino Real open daily 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

For information

call 296-1224

EXAM TIME
JITTERS?
Rt1414
WE HAVE THE WIDEST SELECTION OF

UNCENTRATED =DYADS

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

"LATEST FASHIONS FOR THE COEDS -

%II V-1

de

"THE ROUNDERS"

you’eezinz&t,

tn r tN;

Thin saity. Janis’ iv 1 fl 1c1Ca

SJS Student Duo
Tape TV Stint

cpaPtilif gookitere
91,1 , cc,
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’Have Paycheck, Will Travel’
X tic
By l’AT
spartan Bails Feature Editor
A ticket arinind the %sort(’ was
the "paycheck" received by former SJS stiident 11,14..r1 NYIle
last Juni

XEROX COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
N Wolfing
Copies Anything Printed

RENT

54, typewritrs
New portables
Rental purchase
Fres disli.arv

06 E. SAN FERNANDO Sf
2.", n765

local travel agency for the preceding year.
Barbara left about a week sifter her s,gsiduation in June and
returned just last month before
Christmas.
She traveled alone, an isidity
in itself, but she explained that
most people her age don’t have
the money, and some not the
time. jttst to take off around
the world.
She found, too, that being
alone she met more people.
The tiny country of Nepal was
Jirmed by the former copy and
tine arts editor of the Spartan
Daily, to Ixt the most "way out"
in more ways than one.
Nepal is located in the ’Himalaya Mountains and claims within
its boundaries the famed Mt.
erest.
"It has about 2,000 tourists a
month, which is a big amount
fot a country that size," Barbara explained. "The people live
iiist as they must have 200 or
iii years ago - the same clothes
all. If they took out the
.cids and took away the lames.
would be just the same."
It was in Thailand, not India
.is one would expect. that Bar

WHAT CAN ROTC OFFER YOU?
GREAT OPPORTUNITY - 1A’hen the ROTC student is
appointed a commissioned officer in the United States
Army, he will have achieved the enviable combination
of a college degrce in his chosen field and a position of
leadership in the service of his country. He will be making the most of his potent;alities for both a civilian and
military professie:.
If you have two more years at SJS, you may be el:gible
to join the rew Army ROTC 2 -year program. You will
first attend a speclal six -week summer training camp at
Ft. Benring. Ga., and then complete the two years of
Upper Division ROTC. As an upper division cadet you
will receive 550 per month, your uniforms, and your military textbooks. And inquire about our free flight training!
For further insormation, phone 294-6414 Ex. 2722 or
come to Room 303, Mocc/uarrie Hall.

UNITED STATES
ARMY ROTC
s

Bring in The
Who!e Bunch

bans experienced an elephant
ride.
And, in India, "there’s a lot
more to see than the Taj." She
found it a fascinating country,
but noted "The poverty in the
United States is nothing like that
of India. The poor here look
rich compared to India."
She remembers Istanbul, Turkey. as one of the most fascinating cities with a blending of
East and West. The city lies
half in Europe and half in Asia.
When she arrived in Jerusalem, Barbara "could tell the
country was in a state of ’almost war,’ " and fortunately had
no problems during her stay.
"Four days before I arrived
there, a bus station at Tel Aviv
wEis bombed and several people
WPIT killed. The day after I got
there, a bomb was thrown into

crovvd and several more were
killed," Barbara related.
Hippies she found throughout
the world, most of them heading
for India and Nepal.
"I met some who vvere hitchhiking through Europe to reach
those two countries, which are
their ’heaven,’ " she said.

TODAY
Fellowship of Christian Albletett, 3:30 p.m., Men’s P.F:. Bldg.
205.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
S164.
TOMORROW
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., Cafeteria
A. Coffee. All who are inactive

Coyote Creek
Riding Stables

Over 18
Blood Donors

675 Tennant Ave.
San Jose
Good Horses - Open Daily
Lovely trails along
the creek

EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Basseft St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

227-6291

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
sear for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
skland/London/Oakland - June 19ot. 6-$285. Los Angeles/Amster.
,m/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
$285.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
’-r tiedam.Londan-AthensLisknonYugo,, J.:pan. For information: VIC Club
P77-2271 or write 12735 Kling
j
City. Calif. 91604.
WHIPS?. GROUND HOGS!: Chains?:
CA: Wasserrnan, Elaine +
,
2 /
NM...,3(115,
Brent: There’s gonna be a
h..i.tcl!h,e,hrn’n.. Fingers crossed? - Good
Luck! Go to it.
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL - 2 for
sale, sample boutique shop. Starting
Jan. 13. vox’ favorite labels at
...er prices. SAMPLE VILLAGE 261 E.
RENT: SKI CABIN Sleeps 6.8.
Like Tahoe. Feb. 3-7 and Feb.
4 ’31.1647 after 6 p.m.
CLASSICAL GUITAR Instruction. Cali
287-5161.
WANTEU. A SENSITIVE BEING. Girl or
AC. whose
awareness
. tor gualit;
whose car
the major
gga iy him or h
-a of a film which w be produced
the Spring ’69
guring the beginning
semester here. Call 225.4974 after six
or sign up at Student Union.
WILL PAY Good price for tickets to
Fall commencement exercises. Call 225.
1187 after 6.
IQ

r’,

WANTED: Port. Stereo. Solid State 4.pd, Auto Phono w/AM/FM/FM stereo
or low wattage stereo receiver. 292-3860.
ROYAL FUTURA Typewriter w/case.
Like new. $65 or best offer. Call Sharon
294-7347.
KOFLACH LADIES 8 ,rkle Ski Boots.
$55, A steal
C
Size 8. r....
sEter 6.
,t 140
DOUBLE BOOT KASTINGERS worn
$60. Call
S.c. 7.
B.nbeia
HELP WANTED (41
ANY STUDENTS who have done Art or
Photography work on the construction
of the rew College Union please contact Gale Amur. 294.6414, Ext. 2763.
WANTED: A live-in babysitter, oriental
from Haaii preferred. Free rm & board
& sm salary. 292-6242. Alice lwashita.
NEED KNOWLEDGABLE Guitar player
player to interview Eric Clapton. Contact Pat at Guitar Player Magazine.
297.8788.
STUDENTS
We have part-time openings in our
new San Jose office. No experience
nnressary. Flexib’e hours. For ,nterview
.1 787-1728
Sax player wanted.
MUSICIANS:
j
i
band. Call 297.9705
1.45. Mr. Tcrres.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hours per week. Irninediete openings
in our reference programming dept.
Learn rechriques in marketing and
tales promotion. $168 per month guar
anteed. Public contact work with managerial experience. Call M. Lenz. 2861650 bet. 9 d.M. & 3 P.m.

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

HOUSING (5)

’67 SAAB, Low miles, oil injection, ex1 decuse interior. Best offer,
-.TrO t.B.15 after 6.
’64 CORVETTE. Blue w/black interior.
4
,
ot condition. $1800 firm.
Cad
’65 MUSTANG. 3 spd., 289 cu. in.
BRG. Good condition. $1250. Call 258.
8182. If no answer, call 298-2049.
’42 WILLYS JEEP. With top $725 or
trede for motorcycle. Call 287.3796.
WANTED: UTILITY Dune buggy, good
"Inch orrler. Looks not important. Sees
.1
Mr Weaver 258.5384.
’63 CORVETTE Red w/blk. int. 327.275
R H, New tires. 49,000 miles.
;
- Call 295.9898.
$1925
’64-DODGE POLARA 500. P.S.. P.B..
. ir exc. condition. Has ’69
t 269.5564.
62 IMPALA. nark Green, 327. 4
meg.. good shepp.

NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrrn.
Nicely furnished. shag rugs. pool, rec.
room. 470 S. Ilth, *1, 287-7590.
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus, 237 E. San
Fernando, off. 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.

GIRLS! 2 bdr, modern. furn. apt. 1/2
292.1327.
block to SJS.
3 bdrrn/2 bath,
NEED 4 GIRLS.
kitchen. I Ith ’
$50/rno. Call Marie.
Rm. 308. 294 2 ,

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring
semester. 439 S. 4+11 St. Apt. 20. Cell
298.1125.
I OR 2 GIRLS needed to share 2 bdrm
apt w/2 others. Modern. $50/mo, 643
S. 8th. 294-4749.
CONTRACT FOR SAUE for Spring Semester. "Hells of Ivy," 114 S. I Ith. Call
295.2639.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share apt
with 2 other girls. $42.50/mo. Call 2871192.
t
REFINED FURNISHED Rooms. Males.
Kit priv. No Smoking or Drinking. 2933088.
GIRL TO SHARE 3 bdrm/2bath apt.
blk. from campus on S. 6th. w/dishwasher. $48/mo. Call &011ie 294-7347.
1-2 UPPER DIV. Male Roometes needed
to share 3 bdrs. apt with 3 others.
470 S. Ilth #21. 294-8287.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES wanted beginning Feb. 1st. lf interested visit 620
S. 7th *2 or call 287-5029 evenings.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED by Feb.
1st. 460 S. 4th #1. Close to campus.
Call or come after 5. p.m. 294-2822.
GIRLS: I bdrm. fern. apt 1/2 block from
campus - $120. Elec. kitchen. 292-1327.
GRAD NEEDS ROOMMATE & Apartment. Pref. male grad & apt. west of
SJS. Call 286-1610.
I et 2 APT. contracts for sale. $50/mo.
Gigantic. TV, Stereo. Contact Jan or
Glorin 286.4931.
DORM CONTRACT for sale. Moulder
Hall, SpringtSemiester. Save $100. Call
John Street et 294-2927, Rm 225. Leave
message if no answer.
TWO FEMALE Roommates needed for
Spring Semester. Nice Apt. on 10th St.
$40. Call 292.6378. Cats OK.
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE Who would
like to spend the Spring sem. with 3
of the same. 2 bdrm. apt/$37.50.
cated across the street from campus.
Please contact 294-1827 for further in.
formation.
ONE BDRM. APT. for Rent for Spring.
439 S. 4th #1. Call 287-4388.
STATE HOUSE NOW RENTING. 2
bdrm. apts. (292-7195) also roomies
needed. 1 male (287.5253), 1 female
(287-3911 ) 2 females (287-3606)
TWO CONTRACTS FOR SALE for
Spring Semester. "Catholic Women’s
Center." 195 E. San Fernando. Betsy
294 4622.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

PORSCHE RDST. TOP. Never used. fits
,
57 Choy $7. Cell

BOOK

%) STORE

SATURDAY
Week-Ezul Co-Ree, 12:30-4:30
p.m., Women’s Gym. Last Co-Rec
for the week -end sports fan this
semester.

niAmerkan Society of
gineers, 8 p.m., Faculty Lounge
- Engineering Building. Election
of officers.

Art Cleaners

.Ailt11001P- .;
ART CLEANERs

lOck DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Day Service
Sweaters & Castunere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

’ork of Art"

PERSONALS IN

N
MIER HAND -SOME OF THE SCHOOLS ARE
QUITE. OFEN ABOUT SI-JE35121ZIN15-111011t NtHLETF_5."

3 lines
1.50
2.00
4 iiiiii-2760- -4.50-

2.25

5 linos
6 linos
Add this
amount for
each addi
bona! line

3.003.50

3.253.75

2.40
2-.#03.403.90

.50

.50

.50

CHECK
0 Announcements (1)
0
0 Automotive (2)
0
rl For Sale (3)
rl

3 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. 2
bdrm/2bath. Just 2 blks from campus.
Upper division or grad preferred. 148
E. William #28. 287.4821.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE: Share
with 3 others - 2 bdrm. apt. $42/mo.
1 block from &minus. Call 287.4943.
7 BEDROOM HOUSE close to campus.
Girls only. $425 per month. 292-9400.
2 CONTRACTS For Sale. Allen Hall
Male & Female contract. Call room 1268
or 227B 294.8741.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for sprn
master. Halls of Ivy. 114 S. Ilth

LOST: White female Persian Cat. In
area of 5th &
Jan II. Sinn
residence. 297.7288. Reward.
LOST: Black notebook. In vicinity of
William between 10th & I Ith. Call Ted
et 193.9607

CLASSIFIED RATES
.
One day Two days Three days Four days

.50

female roommates.
WANTED: I or
$47,50. Call 286.5122. 614 S. Ilth #10.
I or 2 FEMALES WANTED to share
luxury 2 bdrm apt. Mere 517.50/mo.
7128e6n2t. in exchange for cooking and
cleaning. Stu or Steve at 272.2123.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for Spring
Serneste. 439 S. 4hh. Apt 6. Call 287.

LOST: SMALL B’eck kltier with or, .18
bead collar. 9th St. & San Fernando.
Call 286-6129. We love him.
$20.00 REV/ARD. Please help me find
my dog! All black Lab and Shop mix
with big funny ears. Seen on Snot.
Clara Wednesday. S. F. License #7898.
PLEASE CALL 294-6580 .

SKIIS1 NEW Wood and metals. All sizes.
Europear manufacturer. $25470. 1 yr.
guarantee. These are wholesale prices.
Call Tina 287.4898.

2.50
3.00

005914RM CONTRACT FOR sale in Waffle Towers. Spring Semester. Call 287.
3481 Pat Sweeney, Room 507A.
2 GIRL ROOMMATES Needed to share
2 bdrm furn apt. Only $40/month for
Spring Sem ’69. Call 287.5499 after 5.
NEWLY RENOVATED two bdrm unfurnished apts. Extra storage, Laundry
facilities new carpeting and drapes.
Immo& occup. 5 min to SJS. Call
293-5995.
NEEDED: ONE FEMALE roommate to
share 2 bdrm apt w/2 others. $52/mo.
Call immediately. 286 0460.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring
sem. New hirise dorm, male, double
room. Cali 286-4235.
APT FOR RENT: Elec. kitchen, 2 bath/
2 Ig bdrms. Ample rm. for 4. 2 blks
from campus. $230/mo. 287-4926.
CLEAN CASUAL PreLaw Sr. 26 seeks
priy. rm in shared house, apt to $65.
Hi.fi, 19 units. 293.1233.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for
spring. 2 bdrm house on 8th near
Keyes. $55/rno. Call 293.0881 or 287.
1659.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE Feb. 1.
Huge 2 Br. apt. Own oom. Grad pref2e9r7rasd8.82$51/mo. 276 N. 3rd St. Apt. A.

IOST r ND FOUND 16)

U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pea coats, Field
jackets, Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good
ies. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Heddinq St. Between 8th &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sat. & Sun.
Closed Mondays.
WOOD LATHE S15. Radial drill press
$37.50. Both are new. 60 E. San Feroando. Phone 292.0409.
SAVE SSC Build your own light show.
Plans & schematic for 4-channel color
organ. $1.00. Wayne Thompson, Box 244,
El Granada, Calif. 94018.

Minimum
Three lines
One say

1 UPPER DIV. GIRL to share w/3 others
a 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. I blk from campus. $55/mo. 287.0561.
GIRL GRAD STUDENT wants girl to
share good apt. only 2 blocks from
campus. $75/mo. Please call 295.0798.
Best after 3 p.m.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4 bdrm. apt. Own
Room. Spring Semester, near campus.
$48.75/mo. Call 297-1947.
NEED THIRD ROOMMATE for small
house. Nicely furnished & close to
campus. 630 S. I Ith St. $50/month. 287.

SERVICES 181
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM ESCHES
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Eleotric.
Masters-Reports-Dissertations, Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave. Call
371-0395. San Jose.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
pEnreltEcN. cCr 2TY58F4135375..Thesis, term paTYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS. term papers. etc.
Experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
CUSTOM - MADE ..CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married, shermq water. George Larimore. Old Town.
Los Gatos. 354.8804.
FAST. EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948.1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi.
from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Check our prices. Compare our Quality.
Call Mark, Bill & Wally. Air San Jose,
Hillview Airport. 259-9111.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSERY
"Summerhill" type philosophy. Call 2971523 or 286-4540.
TYPING IN MY HOME - 25c a page.
Will do minor editing. Contact 2576788.
EUROPE - $250-315 round trip, $175
one way. Jet Charter, 841-3965 after
5 p.m. or write Travel Proqam Europe,
1427 Oxford, Berkeley. Calif. 94709.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
60% discount for students. Call Bred
Wnll 295.9559 for free rates.
DAY CARE for infants and pre-schoolers in my Willow Glen home. Good
references. Call 264-9054.
TERM PAPERS to write? .Need Help?
Accurate fast typing available. Call
’44" 371-8327.
TYPING, Experienced, dependable. rea
soneble, Thesis. manuscripts, term pa.
pers, etc. 294.131 3.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:

797 1814

FOR SALE (11

When it comes to
giving best values on
used books- we’re
top banana.

Wel Mountaineering Club, 7
p.m. in S326. Plans for a semester break trip will be discussed.

EMS Faculty Wives, 10:30 a.m.,
Leininger Community Center.
Spealcer - Dr. Robert Coleman
of SJS Art Department.

-4- Spartan Daily Classifieds -4-

DON T MISS THIS! ’58 OLDS. Rablt.
(. ,
bwanngs, hoses wiring, ra
oil. fuel 8, water pumps: valve
i.’t trans 4. extras. Exc. price
’ Call Sten 287-1674 or
iie 295.1771.

k

and alumni please come.

2.n-

WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Peace of Mind, Day or Night, 294.3333.
DID YOU KNOW THAT LINDA W.
WEARS SOCKS TO BED! barf.

Five den
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (5)
fx’orvices (8)
lost and fcauf (C)
T’snLimrtstinn (q)

Print Name
Address
City

For
Enclosed is
Phone

SEND CHECK, MOND’ ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COU-EGE, CALIF.
85114
Please allow 2 days offer placing for ad to appear.

1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30-11:30

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print Kul’ ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

.50

Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily

Days

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

